The Connecticut River Compact
“In probably the nation’s ﬁrst
such regional conservation
agreement, eight Connecticut
towns have joined hands to
protect the banks of the river
through local control backed
by the state.”

Ellsworth S. Grant, 1975

The Connecticut River
Gateway Commission
In 1973, the Connecticut General Assembly found
that “...the lower Connecticut River and the
towns abutting the river possess unique,
scenic, ecological, scientific and historic value
contributing to public enjoyment, inspiration
and scientific study“ and that the Gateway
Commission should be established to “... preserve
such values and to prevent deterioration of the
natural and traditional riverway scene for the
enjoyment of present and future generations of
Connecticut citizens.”
. . . Was established by communities in the lower
river as a partner in their efforts to protect the
scenic beauty of the hillsides of the river valley.
Member towns are Chester, Deep River, East
Haddam, Essex, Haddam, Lyme, Old Lyme and Old
Saybrook.
. . . Is comprised of two representatives from
each of the eight member towns, two members
from the RiverCOG planning region, and a representative of the Commissioner of Energy and
Environmental Protection (DEEP).
. . . Accomplishes its mission through acquisition of scenic and conservation easements and
through zoning standards which manage the
“visual bulk” of hillside residential development
and preserve tree cover.
These standards are adopted into each town’s
zoning regulations and are designed to fit
development to the land rather than altering the
land to fit any particular architectural style.

. . . Has preserved over 1,000 acres of land
within the Gateway Conservation Zone
through scenic easements or outright
purchase, often by collaboration with local or
national land trusts and government entities.
. . . Manages and protects the view of the
river hillsides to minimize the visual intrusion of
development as seen from the river and from
towns across the river. It does this by adopting
zoning standards which require review of
particularly visible residential structures by
local Planning & Zoning Commissions and
Zoning Boards of Appeal.
For views of the Connecticut
River, “raise the canopy” by
cutting the limbs on the LOWER
ONE THIRD of the tree so as to
see UNDER the trees. This
leaves the river’s trees intact
while affording property
owners the views they desire.
Trimmed branches and leaves
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. . . . . Encourages Planning & Zoning Commissions, Zoning Boards of Appeals and property
owners to retain large mature trees and gain
views of the river valley by “RAISING THE
CANOPY” by removing limbs on only the
lower third of the tree. This way, trees remain
in place and property owners gain the view
they desire. The treed river hillsides are
preserved, and we ALL succeed in protecting
the beauty of the lower Connecticut River.

